The circular eye-tracking test. I. Simultaneous recording of the horizontal and vertical component of eye movement in the eye-tracking test.
Almost all of the conventional clinical reports on the eye-tracking test are made on the horizontal component of the smooth pursuit function of oculomotor system; few are made on the vertical component. One reason is that during the conventional vertical eye-tracking test the artifacts caused by movement of the upper eyelids often make it difficult to analyze the data. To overcome this problem the authors have developed a method to record simultaneously the horizontal and vertical components of eye movement in the eye-tracking test, and moreover, to reduce artifacts as much as possible. Our method, the circular eye-tracking test, is performed by means of an apparatus that provides a visual stimulus drawing a circle clockwise, at a rate of 120 degrees/sec, with a radius of 25.5 cm, and viewed at a distance of 70 cm.